In this paper, the problem of best uniform polynomial approximation to a continuous function on a compact set X is approached through the partitioning of X and the definition of norms corresponding to the partition and each of the standard Lp norms 1 g p < oo. For computational convenience, a pseudo norm is defined corresponding to each partition. When the partition is chosen appropriately, the corresponding best approximations (using both the norms and the pseudo norm) are arbitrarily close to a best uniform approximation. A chracterization theorem for best pseudo norm approximation is presented, along with an alternation theorem for best pseudo norm approximation to a univariate function.
Introduction.
The central problem of this paper is the best uniform polynomial approximation to a continuous function on a compact set. The solution of this problem is approached through the partitioning of the set and denning a norm corresponding to the partition. The unique best approximations in these norms are used as approximations to the desired best uniform approximation.
In Section 2, it is shown that the partitions can be chosen so that the corresponding norm is close to the uniform norm and such that the corresponding best approximation is close to a best uniform approximation.
In Section 3, best approximation in these norms is characterized. In Sections 4 and 5, we consider a pseudo norm which corresponds to the partition of the compact set. This pseudo norm has computational advantages when compared to the norms of Sections 2 and 3.
Norms Defined Through Partitioning.
Let A" be a compact metrizable set, and let it be a strictly positive measure on X such that all continuous functions on X are measurable. Let X = E) such that The case p = 2 is considered in Harris [2] and Weinstein [4] and [5] . Let be a linearly independent set of functions in C(X), and define We next show the uniqueness of the best || • \\vt.v approximation for 1 < p < co.
Lemma2.3. Suppose 1 </>< °>.If\\j\\v>., = llglk., = 1 and\\i(J + g)\\üt," = 1, then f = g a.e. on all subsets E, C Uk such that rp(Eiy J(/ + g)) = 1.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the strict convexity of the Lv norms for 1 < p < cx>.
Theorem 2.4. Let Uk be an acceptable partition of X, and suppose that Pn(A; x) = P"(B; x), a.e. on some £, C Uk, ■ implies that A = B.
Then, for 1 < p < °°, each f G LP(X) has a unique best \\-\\uk.v approximation from n".
Proof. Lemma 2.3 implies that if
11/ -PA A; OIHh. ; -11/ -P.XB; -)\\ck. '" then Pn(A; x) = PX&', •*) a.e. on some £, C Uk. Therefore, A = B.
If n" is a Haar subspace of C(X), then, since p(E<) > 0 for all E, C t/*, the hypothesis of Theorem 2.4 holds.
Let || -II«, denote the uniform norm defined on C(X) by ||/||" = maxl£A |/(x)|, 1 £ C(X).
Theorem 2.5. Let Uk be an acceptable partition of X and let Ut, I > k, be an acceptable refinement of Uk. Then, for 1 p < <» and / G C(X), (2.6) ii/ik,., " ^ n/iir,,; < U/H-/Voo/. Suppose Uk = {2j,}*_i and (7; = {Di}\ml. To prove the first inequality, it suffices to show that, if E, = D<, then [ i/r dp + • • • + / i/r dp < where a is the metric on X. Theorem 2.8. Given f G C(X), Uk an acceptable partition of X, and 1 w% p < co, (2.10) ll/lk,, g U/H. £ + co(7(C/t)),
wAere to is the modulus of continuity of f on X. Proof. The first inequality follows from Theorem 2.5.
For each £, G U%, let xt(p) G Et be as defined in Theorem 2.5, and let e, G be as defined in Definition 2.7. Then,
The proof is completed by minimizing the right-hand side of this inequality over all Et G U\, and noting that *(y(Uty) = min to( sup cr(x, y)). We apply Theorem 2.8 to complete the proof. Theorems 2.6, 2.8, Corollaries 2.10 and 2.11 motivate the use of the norm [ | • (| uk.p as a substitute for the uniform norm. This in turn motivates the use of Pn(A(Uk, p); ■) as an approximation to / which is nearly a best uniform approximation.
The following theorem found in [3] shows that, if | |f -F"(/<; • )| | is nearly minimal, then P"(A; •) is close to a best || • || approximation to /. Theorem 2.12. Let \\ ■ \\ be any norm on C(X) and let f G C(X). Let Theorem 2.12 and Corollary 2.10 can be combined to show that, if 8(Uk) is small, then P"(A(Uk, p)\ ■) is nearly a best uniform approximation to / on X. Theorem 2.13. Given f G C(X), 1 ^ p < °° and any e > 0, there exists a 6 = 5(e) > 0 such that for any acceptable partition Uk of X (2.18)
where &* is (he set of parameters of the best uniform approximations to f on X. Proof. Harris [2] proves the case p = 2. The proof for 1 iS p < °°, p ^ 2, is exactly the same. Thus, the details are omitted. Theorem 2.13 provides the basis for an algorithm for the computation of a best uniform approximation to / on X. This algorithm is discussed in [5] . However, the necessity of increasing k is a disadvantage.
As an alternative to increasing k, we can adjust the partition Uk, while keeping k fixed, so that the resulting best ||-|k,P approximation is nearly a best uniform approximation. An algorithm to achieve this is presented in [5] . This procedure is motivated by the following: Definition 2.14. A subset S = {x;j ■_, of the extremal points of / -P*, where P* is a best uniform polynomial approximation to / on X, is said to be a critical point set if P* is a best uniform approximation to / on S, but is not a best uniform approximation to / on any proper subset of S.
Theorem 2.15. Let P* be a best uniform approximation to / £ C(X) and let S = fx. J'"i be a critical point set for / -P*, and, for 8 > 0, where ft* is the set of parameters of the best uniform approximations to f on X. Proof. The case p = 2 is proved in [4] . The basic idea of this proof is identical to that given there. Thus, we shall omit the details.
3. Characterization of a Best 11 • 11 Vt ," Approximation.
The following theorem appears in Cheney [1] . Theorem 3.1. Let U be a compact subset of Rn. A necessary and sufficient condition that the system of linear inequalities (u, 2) > 0(«£ U) be inconsistent is that the origin in R" belongs to K(U), where K(lf) denotes the convex hull of U.
This theorem is used to characterize a best ||-||e/»,p approximation, for p even. Proof The proof is essentially the same as the proof of the characterization theorem on p. 73 of Cheney [1] . Thus, we prove only the sufficiency, and omit the details of the necessity, p is assumed even, so that the definition of rv(Eit /) does not include an absolute value under the integral sign.
Suppose that ||/ -P"(A; Olk» is not a minimum. Then, there exists a b £ 7?" such that 11/ -pn(A -b; ofk.» < 11/ -KU; Olk.,.
Then, for all j such that For this inequality to hold for 0 < X ^ 1 and X sufficiently small, it is necessary for the inner product appearing there to be positive for all j satisfying (3.7). Theorem 3.1 completes the sufficiency. 4 . Uniform Approximation Through the Use of a Pseudo Norm. Theorem 3.2 does not readily lead to a computational algorithm for best |Hk,p approximation. As an alternative, Harris [2] suggests the use of a pseudo norm defined as follows: Definition 4.1. Let Uk = {£,}*_, be an acceptable partition of X. For / £ C(X), define (4.1) *(£,-,/) = -rj, and define a pseudo norm by ', ) L I dp (4.2) /»I l/l max \s(Ei, i)\.
There exists a best /w||-|k polynomial approximation to /. However, the best approximation is not in general unique.
Several of the results of Section 2 for ||-|k extend to ps\\ ■ \\Ut. f I dp KD, + + f fdp\<\[ j dp+ ■■■ + I 1 dp
The remainder of the proof is exactly as in Theorems 2.5 and 2.8. Thus, the details are omitted. Hi/ik ^ ii/iu ^ Hi/m +«.
The following theorem characterizes best polynomial approximation to / in PS\l\\ut.
Theorem 4.5. In order that the coefficients au ••• , an shall render ps\\r\\Uk a minimum where r = / -Z"-i a<<Pn it is necessary and sufficient that the origin of an n-space shall lie in the convex hull of the point set (4.8) h = r dp X, : \s(e" r)\ = ps\\r\\v}j , where xf denotes the n-tuple [j'E,. <px dp, JB, <p3 dp, • • • , j'B, <pn dp].
Proof. The proof is essentially identical to that given in Cheney [1, p. 73] . We therefore present only the sufficiency.
Suppose ps\\r -Q\\Ut < psWrWm, where Q = Z"-i F°r au j sucn that |s(£" r)\ = Hkllr/" k(£" r -Q)| < r)| or s\e, , r -q) < s\e" r), from which we obtain the following system of linear inequalities to be satisfied by
f rdpj^bif <pt dp = I r dp (B, x,) > 0.
Je, im\ Je, Je, By Theorem 3.1, 9 *(//). Define ,. q\ ct = -t-^-t / / dp and </,-,• = --/ p.- This is a linear programming problem. This approach has been used to minimize HI/ -EJ-i «.'*>.IU in [2] .
The chief purpose in computing a best /w||-||crt approximation is to compute an
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use approximation which is nearly a best uniform approximation. The corresponding analogues to Theorems 2.13 and 2.15 hold for best HI-Ik approximations. This justifies their use as nearly best uniform approximations.
5. An Alternation Theorem.
This section follows the development in Cheney [1, pp. 73-75] .
Consider / f, dp \ ip, dp. ■ ■ ■ / ip, JEj, J*lx JEll dp / <fn dp^ 0, 1 <pi dp / #2 dp ■ Choose an acceptable partition Uk of X into k > n subintervals. In order that P = Zi-i aiV< shall be a bestps\\-\\Ul approximation to a given f £ C(X), it is necessary and sufficient that the function s(-, r) exhibit at least n + 1 "alternations" where r = / -P. That is Proof. The proof is exactly the same as the proof of the alternation theorem on p. 75 of [1] . In particular, it relies on the Characterization Theorem 4.5 and Lemma 5.4. We shall omit the details. 6 . Conclusions.
The norms of Sections 2 and 3 and the pseudo norms of Sections 4 and 5 provide good approximations to the uniform norm. The pseudo norms are particularly advantageous for the computation of best approximations through the use of either linear programming or an exchange algorithm based on the Alternation Theorem of Section 5. Theorems 2.13, 2.15 and their analogues for best pseudo norm approximation suggest that through proper modifications of the partitions, the approximations defined in this paper are arbitrarily close to best uniform approxima-
